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COURSE OVERVIEW
Climate change, reporting and sustainability trends are
influencing businesses and this session will provide insights
into why, how, and what the private sector must do in response
to advance the sustainability agenda related to sustainable
development goals and climate change. Recent years have
seen growing evidence that a robust management of
environment, social and governance issues has strengthened
overall business performance, and resilience while at the same
time benefitting society at large.

The inter-links will be brought into focus, briefly touching on
the dynamism about them and how businesses can position
itself to benefit themselves and society towards future-
proofing its business model and protecting the financial returns
of equity interest of long-term shareholders.

These insights will help businesses operationalise excellence in
sustainability through best-in-class formulation of corporate
strategy, governance, operational practices, and bring these to
life across the business from the boots to the boardroom.
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Boards of Directors | Company Secretaries | Chief Executive
Officers | Chief Financial Officers | Chief Risk Officers | Head
of Compliance | Head of Legal | Head of Audit |
Academicians | Undergraduates

TRAINER'S PROFILE
FRANCIS XAVIOUR JOE 

PROGRAMME OUTLINE
Climate change

Basics of climate change science.
Global warming.
Greenhouse gases and consequences.

Non-financial reporting
Understand the need for transparency and
disclosures in sustainability reporting.
Understand mandatory and voluntary reporting
frameworks on sustainability.

Sustainability trends
Major long-term sustainability trends to watch out.
Future-proof your organization, transitioning to
sustainable and scalable business models that build
competitive advantage and deliver superior financial
results.

The science behind the earth’s climate change. You will be able
to answer such questions as, “What is the Greenhouse Effect?”
and “How and why has earth’s climate changed through
geologic history?”

The imperatives of non-financial reporting. Investors are
quickly moving beyond simply looking at financial metrics, by
now incorporating Economic, Environmental, Social and
Governance (EESG) factors into their investment and decision-
making processes. You will be able to navigate your way
through the ‘alphabet soup’ of a growing number of
frameworks, standards and terminology and provide quality
reporting in building stakeholder trust.

What are long-term sustainability trends? Should it be taken
seriously? What are stakeholders concerned about? You will be
able to design bold moves pivoting your business to more
sustainable products and services and thus draw inflow of
funds to finance the transition.

TOPICS COVERED

He oversees business development, sales and support
activities covering Asia for Accuvio Sustainability Reporting
Software Company of Ireland. He helps organisations
embrace digital technology in sustainability management
and reporting responsibilities, believing that the pre-digital
way of working is too slow in making transformative
changes urgently required to address climate change. Prior
to Accuvio, he was Vice President of Corporate Finance at a
leading Malaysian rating agency and banker with the largest
local bank and oldest foreign bank in Malaysia.

Francis is General Manager at Accuvio
Malaysia and has over 25 years of
experience in banking, credit rating and
software solutions, offering clients
strategic and tactical know-how to help
future-proof profitability and business
models. 
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